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About This Game

Play as the King in a light-hearted third person action game, who is on a mission to save his kingdom from the Doombringer and
his minions.

With the help of your allies, journey through four unique biomes to rid your kingdom of those who wish to destroy it. Use huge
a variety of weapons and hack and slash your way to victory to save your subjects.
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save the kingdom to win the throne. save the kingdom game. save the kingdom review. save the kingdom. save the kingdom
gameplay. save the kingdom steam

barky the goodest boye. Just go get a copy of Need for Speed Underground & Underground 2. This game is trying its hardest to
be the former of the two. It fails miserably.

CONS
-Doesn't matter your race position, you can come in 4th and it still counts you as winning.

-The A.I. can flip themselves over and can't respawn. So they'll never finish.

-In Full Screen mode the menu doesn't work and you MUST ALT+F4 after EVERY race so RUN in WINDOWED mode only.

-If you somehow flip over, there's no reset button so you'll have to back out to the menu and try again. It probably wont happen
to you but the AI flips all the time.

-No Nitrous on Controller Controls.

-There are only 3 tracks in the entire game. That goes for levels and music too.

- Music does not play in races only menus (Might be for the best) Cant overplay your limited track list right?

-Rewards menu frequently bugs out.

Not much to say but "Don't buy" here.. A bit too short and easy, but it's still a very enjoyable experience.
Didn't experience any bugs or glitches of any nature so that's a plus too.
I wholeheartedly recommend it to anyone with an Oculus Rift (that's what I use so I can't attest to its feel on other HMDs)

All in all, Solid 3 out of 5 mostly due to the length and non-difficulty.
. Tsudoishi hoshi ga hitotsu ni naru toki, aratana kizuna ga mirai wo terasu! Hikari sasu michi tonare! Rimitto \u014cb\u0101
Akuseru Shinkuro! Shinka no hikari, Sh\u016btingu Ku\u0113s\u0101 Doragon!!!. It would be great if i can move more freely
(like with other cryengine game at least), it's like playing inside a cage. I feels so restricted. There's many glitches too. The game
looks pretty, but is it just me or there's no options to turn off the blur. Buy it if it's on sale.. Don't buy it there are 100x better
alternative options for free.
This game is a joke.. I realy liked this game.
its realy hard just like i like my games. .And its got a realy good procedural charachter level system. Every time you start the
game over you live a diffrent adventure. Sometimes your lucky sometimes your not. There are also maney intresting abilities
that mix realy well with the bomber man mechanics.. Great tower defense game, top shelf. I was going to play one or two
missions and ended up playing for 6 hours. Very engaging, fun and challenging. 9\/10 for me.
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For a 3.4mb game it's really fun, better buy at a sale, i'd say. Anyway, good luck and lot of patience!. This is one of the better
P&C/HOG's of it's type I've played in a while. Although the cutscenes were slightly blurry for me, all the other graphics were
crisp. The art, gameplay, storyline, and voice acting were all pretty good. The one exception for me was whenever the Angel
character would appear, they would literally say, "Aaaaannnngeeeelllll..." in a whispered reverb that almost seemed as if they
meant it to be comical - except that it was clear that was not their intent. Although there was some noticable repetition, the
hidden object puzzles were decent w/ about average difficulty. I can only remember a single misnamed object (i.e., "Whistle"
that should have been "Scroll"). The mini games were standard issue. There's plenty of gameplay (i.e., duration) and for once
the bonus level wasn't a complete waste of time. All in all, I give this game a straightforward recommend.

Once I set the desired graphics options via game's menu, it ran well for me on Linux Mint 18 (Wine/PlayOnLinux). I also had to
set the Mint panel to autohide or otherwise it would show even when game was set to fullscreen. The only other noticeable
technical issue I experienced was that the game would sometimes take up to 2 minutes to shut down completely after exiting the
game via its menu. But it always successfully shut down on it's own without me having to xkill Steam. Other than those things, it
played as expected without issue.

PS I almost exclusively play offline. I typically only play online long enough for Steam to allow me to write a review. So Steam
only shows that I played 0.1 hrs although I've played at least 5 hrs and have completed both games.. Improves on Shadow of
Mordor in every way possible, so yes you damn right I recommend it. If you playied other Quell games than you know what to
exspect.What I didnt exspect is that they made the puzzles harder and thats a good thing,plenty of content for the price tag..
simple and easy to play. story is pretty good and the music is amazing. cant wait to finish. Just as enjoyable as the previous
Version plus a new Character and an alternate Storyline. Check it out! :)
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